Launched in 2003, the Quabbin to Cardigan Initiative (Q2C) is a collaborative, landscape-scale effort to identify and protect the region's most ecologically significant forest blocks and key connections between them for wildlife passage and human recreation. Q2C partners worked for more than three years to develop the Q2C plan, which combines state-of-the-art natural resource science and the consensus vision of the Q2C partner organizations. Completed in 2007, the Q2C plan has identified approximately 400,000 acres of core conservation focus areas that represent the region’s most ecologically significant forests. These conservation focus areas are managed by private owners, conservation organizations and public agencies. The Quabbin to Cardigan plan, completed in 2007, was a result of more than three years of work by the Q2C partner organizations. It identifies the region's most ecologically significant forest blocks and key connections between them for wildlife passage and human recreation. Q2C partners worked for more than three years to develop the Q2C plan, which combines state-of-the-art natural resource science and the consensus vision of the Q2C partner organizations. Completed in 2007, the Q2C plan has identified approximately 400,000 acres of core conservation focus areas that represent the region’s most ecologically significant forests. These conservation focus areas are managed by private owners, conservation organizations and public agencies. The Quabbin to Cardigan plan, completed in 2007, was a result of more than three years of work by the Q2C partner organizations.

For more information: www.q2cpartnership.org
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